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A receiver employing a field-widened Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is investigated for extending the wind
measurement range of a narrow-band Fe Doppler lidar operating at 372 nm from its existing measurement range
in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) down to near the ground. This design uses the multiple trans-
mitted frequencies available from the base Fe Doppler lidar in combination with a novel MZI receiver to make a
measurement of the Doppler shift that rejects the influence of atmospheric parameters such as the aerosol back-
scatter ratio, temperature, and pressure of the lidar volume and receiver parameters such as the geometric overlap,
the chopper function, and any other factor affecting the proportion of the signal in both channels of the MZI
equally. A ratio is constructed from the three frequencies and two channels of the interferometer that exhibits a
measurement performance of 1.75 times the Cramer–Rao lower bound, which is comparable to the dual MZI
(DMZ) while preserving the insensitivity to backscatter spectrum of the quad MZI (QMZ). In addition, we show
how the use of multiple transmitted frequencies can yield a wind measurement wherein the accuracy is insensitive
to the optical imperfection and misalignment of the MZI or any other factor that affects the contrast, though the
precision is still impacted by the fringe contrast. Simply adding a second surface mirror of a particular thickness to
the basic tilted MZI can allow the field of the MZI to be widened sufficiently for most resonance Doppler lidar
receivers in operation today. Provided that the detection sensitivity in each channel is known, the original res-
onance fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering signals can be recovered by simply scaling and adding
the contributions from both channels. Consequently, the wind and temperature from the MLT region and
the temperature from the Rayleigh region can be derived alongside the Rayleigh Doppler wind measurement
without compromising the measurement precision. Using actual data obtained recently from a Major
Research Instrumentation Fe Doppler lidar, we show the expected measurement performance and some potential
scientific avenues for this embodiment of a “whole-atmosphere” lidar system. © 2016 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (280.3640) Lidar; (010.3640) Lidar; (120.3180) Interferometry; (010.1080) Active or adaptive optics.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/AO.55.001366

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of a “whole atmosphere lidar” was first proposed in
2008 at the 24th International Laser Radar Conference [1], and
then evolved into the “Whole Atmosphere Lidar Observatory”
advocated in the National Research Council 2013–2022
Decadal Strategy for Solar and Space Physics [2]. A whole atmos-
phere lidar would be used to profile key parameters (e.g., winds
and temperatures) through the complete atmosphere column to
help address the whole atmosphere sciences that are being

promoted by the development of the whole atmosphere commu-
nity climate model [3], the whole atmosphere model [4], and
many other general circulation and chemical climate models
[5]. The originally proposed lidar would profile both the wind
and temperature from the ground to 120 km [1] with temporal
and spatial resolutions sufficient to make useful characterizations
of Earth’s neutral atmosphere in an extended portion. Recently,
layers of neutral metals (Fe, Na, and K) have been observed up
to nearly 200 km [6–11], opening up the possibility of extending
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lidar measurements of wind and temperature deeper into the
thermosphere. Encouraged by these findings, the Observatory
for Atmosphere-Space Interaction Studies (OASIS) initiative
was formed by the Coupling, Energetics and Dynamics of
Atmosphere Regions (CEDAR) community with the goal of
extending these measurements up to ∼1000 km using a suite
of lidars sharing an 11 m class telescope [12]. Such whole atmos-
phere lidar measurements would greatly advance our under-
standing of the complex, coupled mechanisms and feedback
processes that govern our planetary atmosphere and are essential
to sustaining life.

Resonance-fluorescence lidars, by exploiting the metal layers
or other atomic/molecular species as tracers while acting as
a Rayleigh lidar below the metal layers, provide the largest
altitude coverage among lidars to date. This capability has most
recently been demonstrated by an Fe Boltzmann lidar at
McMurdo Station, Antarctica, where temperature measurements
were made from 30 to nearly 170 km [6,7]. Consequently,
resonance-fluorescence lidar is one of the best choices for a whole
atmosphere lidar. In particular, modern resonance-fluorescence
Doppler lidars can directly measure neutral winds and temper-
atures well into the thermosphere via probing the Doppler
frequency shift and broadening the absorption lines of the neu-
tral, unbound metal atoms such as Fe, Na, and K. Due to their
high column abundance in the mesosphere and lower thermo-
sphere (MLT), Fe and Na Doppler lidars are more attractive
than other metal Doppler lidars. The UV wavelength and
typically high pulse energy of Fe resonance transmitters make
the Fe Doppler lidars more capable as Rayleigh lidars [13], so
temperatures below the metal layers can be inferred with the
Rayleigh integration technique [14].

To address wind measurements below the metal layers, in
this study, we propose the addition of a frequency discrimina-
tor, comprised of a field-widened Mach–Zehnder interferom-
eter (MZI), to the receiver system of an Fe Doppler lidar
operating at multiple frequencies to discern the Doppler shift
from Rayleigh scattering. An Fe Doppler lidar equipped with
such an instrument would be especially well suited to fulfilling
the above-mentioned needs and addressing the so-called “radar
gap” in the statically stable region from 30–60 km. Despite
the potential scientific benefits and the utility to current and
future whole atmosphere models [3–5], routine wind profiling
through the complete atmospheric column remains elusive for
a single instrument and usually requires campaigns spanning
multiple earth observing platforms incorporating balloons,
mesosphere-stratosphere-troposphere radars, and rockets.
Therefore, a mobile whole atmosphere lidar that implements
such a field-widened MZI receiver would address this critical
need of routinely profiling the wind and temperature through
the atmosphere column. Such lidar ability would help discover
the source(s) of the thermospheric gravity waves and the short-
period inertia gravity waves recently observed in Antarctica
[6,15,16], and would help address many other scientific issues
[2–5,12,17] from a single, mobile ground platform.

Liu and Kobayashi [18] were the first to propose the use of a
Mach–Zehnder interferometer as a frequency discriminator
for direct-detection Doppler lidar. Their proposed transmitter
used the Nd:YAG fundamental (1.064 μm) and inferred wind

predominantly from aerosol, rather than molecular, scattering.
Bruneau [19] optimized their MZI for pure molecular scatter-
ing and demonstrated wind measurements extending to 40 km
[20]. Our approach, which is based on the latter configuration,
is the first optimized for use with a resonance-fluorescence
Doppler lidar to make use of both molecular scattering and
resonance fluorescence simultaneously. Since the MZI config-
ured for molecular scattering is capable of resolving a Doppler
shift from both the aerosol and molecular contributions, all
altitudes are accessible. Furthermore, the shorter optical path
difference of an MZI optimized for molecular scattering versus
an MZI optimized for aerosol scattering allows more extensive
field widening [21]. Field widening is crucial for resonance
lidars since they require a large transmitter beam divergence
to avoid the saturation of the metal layers in combination with
large collecting areas to detect weak returns from the upper
atmospheres [10]. Accommodating these field widths would
be impractical for the Fabry–Perot interferometers used in edge
techniques [22–24].

In addition, unlike atomic filters, which provide spectral
sensitivity at the price of discarding a portion of the spectrum
of the received signal, interferometers serve only to sort the light
into separate detection channels. Therefore, provided that the
detection sensitivity in each channel is equal or known, recov-
ery of the original signal can be accomplished by simply adding,
or scaling and adding, the contributions from each channel. In
this way, wind and temperature can be derived from the MLT
region and temperature from the Rayleigh signal region simul-
taneously alongside the Rayleigh Doppler wind measurement
without compromising the measurement precision. This
property represents an advantage over the Na double-edge
magneto-optic filter [25,26] and other atomic or molecular
absorption-based filtering methods. The field-widened
Mach–Zehnder is particularly well suited to Fe Doppler lidars
since atomic absorption filters employing Fe would need to
operate at a prohibitively high temperature.

2. RESONANCE DOPPLER AND MACH–
ZEHNDER MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS

A. Measurement Principles of Resonance Doppler
Lidars
The Fe Doppler lidar is one of a class of lidars referred to as
resonance-fluorescence Doppler or “resonance Doppler” lidars,
which exploit the exceptionally high absorption and backscatter
cross sections of metals deposited by meteor ablation in the
MLT region, typically Fe, Na, or K, to sense wind and temper-
ature in this region [13]. By probing the backscatter cross sec-
tion at three fixed frequencies distributed about the resonance
absorption line peak, these lidars infer the Doppler broadening
and bulk Doppler shift of the line by the relative backscatter
strength, thereby making a measurement of the temperature
and wind of the backscatter volume, respectively [13]. This
three-frequency technique was first applied to the narrow-band
Na and K Doppler lidars [27–31], and has only recently been
applied to the narrow-band Fe Doppler lidars [32,33].
Laser technology at the time limited the first Fe lidars to broad-
band systems that were capable only of temperature measure-
ments using the Fe Boltzmann and Rayleigh integration
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techniques [34–36]. Recent developments have introduced
narrow-band laser systems capable of measuring wind also,
the Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) Fe Doppler lidar
in Boulder, Colorado [33,10] being the first example of
three-frequency Fe Doppler lidar. This lidar is capable of meas-
uring temperature and wind in the MLT region and temper-
atures below the metal layers down to 30 km with a transmitter
locked to the Fe transition of a5D4 − z5F 0

5 at 372 nm and
shifted alternately in time by 742 MHz above and below
the transition wavelength [32,33]. Its reliance on the spectros-
copy of Fe restricts the routine wind measurement range to
regions of persistent Fe (typically 75–120+ km). Therefore,
to measure wind below this range would require a spectrally
sensitive receiver, such as the one that will be described in
the next section. In addition to the three-frequency Doppler
technique, a scanning Doppler technique has been applied
to Na Doppler at 589 nm [37], K Doppler at 770 nm [38],
and Fe Doppler lidar at 386 nm [39,40], which probes many
frequencies through the Doppler broadened spectrum [41].

B. Description of Rayleigh–Mie Doppler Techniques
Non-resonance direct-detection techniques are methods by
which the Doppler shift of light is converted to a change in signal
strength on a detector surface or set of pixels on a detector array
by a high-resolution optical filter in the lidar receiver. A variety
of optical filters have been investigated for suitability in such
Rayleigh–Mie Doppler lidars, including interferometers such
as the Fabry–Perot [22–24,42,43], the Fizeau [44], and the
Mach–Zehnder [18–20], both in on-axis and fringe-imaging
configurations [45], and atomic filters, such as the sodium
double-edge magneto-optical filter [25,26] and the iodine vapor
filter [46–49]. Measurement accuracies of most direct-detection
methods are susceptible to variations in the aerosol backscatter
ratio, temperature, and/or pressure of the backscatter volume
[46,50]. Fringe-imaging techniques avoid this problem by imag-
ing the complete spectrum, but at the expense of reduced col-
lection and detection efficiency and increased complexity [51].
The double-edge Fabry–Perot method partially resolved this
issue by locating two Fabry–Perot fringes symmetrically about
the laser line [23,24], but the compensation for variations in

temperature and aerosol backscatter ratio can only be perfect
for a zero Doppler shift. The concept of a Mach–Zehnder as
a spectral discriminator for lidar was introduced later on [18],
with the advantage that by essentially measuring the phase, rather
than the amplitude, of the interferometer’s response, the Doppler
shift could be retrieved directly, independent of any symmetrical
broadening exhibited by the source’s spectrum. Two schemes
were proposed using the Mach–Zehnder: the dual Mach–
Zehnder or “DMZ,” which used just one optical path difference
to estimate the phase (Fig. 1), and the quad Mach–Zehnder or
“QMZ,” which used, principally, a polarization-multiplexed
interferometer comprising two optical path differences with a
fixed π∕2 optical phase difference between them (Fig. 2). We
review these two measurement techniques in Section 2.C.

C. Comparison of DMZ and QMZ Methods
As derived in Appendices A and B, for a light source with an
arbitrary but symmetrical spectrum, the equations relating the
signal of the DMZ to a Doppler frequency shift ν are

S1 � η1P�1�MaM 1 sin�2πν∕FSR��
S2 � η2P�1 −MaM 2 sin�2πν∕FSR��; (1)

where FSR is the equivalent free spectral range of the MZI, P is
the total input power of the light source, η1;2 are the products of
the optical and detector efficiencies for channels 1 and 2, re-
spectively, Ma is a contrast factor that depends on the light
source spectral broadening from the atmosphere, and M 1;2 are
contrast factors that depend on instrument imperfections, as
shown in Appendices A and B. Appendix B shows the impor-
tant result that convolution with arbitrary but symmetrical
input spectra only results in a contrast (Ma) reduction, not
a change in the apparent phase of the instrument response.
If the detection efficiencies are assumed equal and the instru-
ment imperfections are ignored (i.e., η1 � η2 � ηDet∕2 and
M 1;2 � 1), the discrimination signal can be written as

QDMZ � S1 − S2
S1 � S2

� Ma sin�2πν∕FSR�: (2)

Note that the measured discrimination signal of DMZ is a
function not only of the Doppler shift, but of the spectral

Fig. 1. Illustration of the dual Mach–Zehnder (DMZ) arrangement and spectral response curves. It is assumed that the optical path-length
difference and laser frequency coincide with the cross-point shown. Estimating the phase of the spectral response requires assumptions about
the amplitude of the response, which is a function of the source spectrum and instrument imperfections.
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broadening via Ma as well, which is a function of unknowns
such as the aerosol backscatter ratio, temperature, pressure, and
turbulence of the lidar detection volume. This problem is
overcome by the QMZ, which uses a polarization-multiplexed
MZI. The equations relating the four signals of the QMZ to a
unit Doppler shift are

S1 � η1P�1�MaM 1 sin�2πν∕FSR��
S2 � η2P�1 −MaM 2 sin�2πν∕FSR��
S3 � η3P�1�MaM 3 cos�2πν∕FSR��
S4 � η4P�1 −MaM 4 cos�2πν∕FSR��: (3)

Equation (3) is valid for a light source with an arbitrary but
symmetrical spectrum and geometric ray. If the detector effi-
ciencies are again assumed equal, and the instrument imperfec-
tions are ignored (i.e., η1;2;3;4 � ηDet∕4 and M 1;2;3;4 � 1), we
can write the following discrimination signal from the four
channels of signals:

QQMZ �
�
S1 − S2
S1 � S2

��
S3 − S4
S3 � S4

�
−1

� Ma sin�2πν∕FSR�
Ma cos�2πν∕FSR�

� tan�2πν∕FSR�: (4)

Equation (4) indicates that this QMZ measurement is in-
dependent of all but the bulk Doppler shift itself—the quantity
of interest. However, the backscattered power is distributed
among four signals, two of which possess no sensitivity to
the Doppler shift (see Fig. 2), resulting in a factor of

ffiffiffi
2

p
less

precision for the QMZ versus the DMZ method in which the
power is distributed between only two signals, both of which
are maximally sensitive to the Doppler shift.

A later work presented the Mach–Zehnder interferometer
for molecular scattering analysis [19,20] using a smaller optical
path differences (3–5 cm) and lower spectral resolution.
Although less sensitive to a unit Doppler shift than the aerosol
implementation [18], the ability to resolve Doppler shifts from
molecules as well as aerosols makes this technique especially
well suited to contiguous profiling through the troposphere,

stratosphere, and lower mesosphere. This same work [19] also
found the performance of the DMZ to be superior to that of
the Fabry–Perot method in low background conditions, which
was experimentally confirmed in [20].

In summary, the Mach–Zehnder techniques offer certain ad-
vantages over other Rayleigh Doppler techniques. TheDMZ, for
example, offers a simpler optical arrangement with lower optical
quality requirements than the Fabry–Perot, and can use basic,
single anode photomultipliers as detectors. The ability to recover
all of the backscattered power is an advantage over atomic vapor
filters. However, by making the MZI insensitive to the aerosol
backscatter ratio and other broadening mechanisms by way of
the QMZ technique, its precision is degraded. In Section 2.D,
we present a technique that offers a less severe performance trade-
off between the DMZ andQMZ techniques while preserving the
QMZ’s insensitivity to the backscatter spectrum.

D. Multi-Phase Mach–Zehnder “XMZ” Approach and
Integration With a Resonance Doppler Lidar
In this work, we analyze a field-widened DMZ interferometer
for the task of combining, using the same resonance Fe Doppler
beam, Rayleigh–Mie Doppler lidar measurements from
the troposphere to mesosphere with resonance Doppler mea-
surements that extend upwards from the mesosphere to the ex-
tended lower thermosphere. The concept is then to marry a
Rayleigh–Mie Doppler direct-detection lidar technique with
the resonance Doppler lidar technique to cover wind measure-
ments throughout the whole atmosphere. Rather than operat-
ing at a single transmitted frequency, we investigate the benefits
of using the three available transmitted frequencies of this res-
onance Doppler lidar system in combination with the DMZ
system. We will refer to this scheme as the multi-phase (“X”)
Mach–Zehnder or “XMZ,” since, in principle, an arbitrary
number of spectral response phases/frequencies is possible in
this scheme. We will show that by using the information from
three frequencies (Fig. 3), a Doppler shift estimate can be made
independent of not only the atmospheric contrast factor, but
also the instrument contrast factors when the return lidar signal
is a symmetrical function in the spectrum.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the quad Mach–Zehnder (QMZ) arrangement and spectral response curves. The QMZ is a polarization-multiplexed Mach–
Zehnder with a quarter-waveplate that introduces a retardation to the slow-axis polarization. With four independent measurements, the phase of the
spectral response can be measured independently of the source spectrum.
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Consider the DMZ signals for three transmitted frequen-
cies:

�S1;2�0 � η1;2P0�1�MaM 1;2 sin�2πν∕FSR��
�S1;2�−ϕ � η1;2P−�1�MaM 1;2 sin�2π�ν − f Δ�∕FSR��
�S1;2��ϕ � η1;2P��1�MaM 1;2 sin�2π�ν� f Δ�∕FSR��; (5)

where f Δ is the amount of shift in the frequency of the trans-
mitter and subscripts 0, −ϕ, and �ϕ indicate properties per-
taining to the center, red-shifted, and blue-shifted transmitted
frequencies, respectively. We assume that the atmospheric con-
trast factor Ma does not change significantly between the
switching of each transmitter frequency and that the ratio of
the detector efficiencies (η1∕η2 → β) is known from the cali-
bration, which is described in Section 3.C. Once again, we
define the discrimination signals, QΦ, for each set of
channels �S1;2�Φ. Here, the phase Φ is 0, −ϕ, or �ϕ. With the
following substitutions, �M 1 �M 2�Ma → m1 and �M 1 −M 2�
Ma → m2, we arrive at

Q0�
�S1�0 −β�S2�0
�S1�0�β�S2�0

� m1 sin�2πν∕FSR�
2�m2 sin�2πν∕FSR�

Q−ϕ�
�S1�−ϕ −β�S2�−ϕ
�S1�−ϕ�β�S2�−ϕ

� m1 sin�2π�ν−f Δ�∕FSR�
2�m2 sin�2π�ν−f Δ�∕FSR�

Q�ϕ�
�S1��ϕ −β�S2��ϕ

�S1��ϕ�β�S2��ϕ
� m1 sin�2π�ν�f Δ�∕FSR�
2�m2 sin�2π�ν�f Δ�∕FSR�

: (6)

Note that of the variables present in the three independent
equations of Eq. (6), only the factors m1, m2, and the Doppler
shift ν are unknowns. We can therefore solve for the
three unknowns and obtain a measurement of the Doppler shift
from the Rayleigh and Mie scattering signals with an accuracy
that is free of the influence of the atmospheric contrast and
instrument contrast factors. The benefits of the XMZ tech-
nique are possible due to a reduction in the number of variables
compared to the QMZ technique described in Section 2.B,
which required a waveplate, two polarizers, and two additional
detectors, each with associated uncertainties.

Another key benefit of the Mach–Zehnder techniques, in-
cluding the XMZ technique described above, is that all of the
signal is recovered and the summation of both signals S1 and S2
results in a quantity free of interference effects, provided the
balance of η1M 1 � η2M 2 is reached or the ratio is known,
as shown in Eq. (7).

S1�f �νC �⊗η1P�1�M 1 cos�2πνC∕FSR��
S2�f �νC �⊗η2P�1−M 2 cos�2πνC∕FSR��

If η1M 1�η2M 2;

S1�S2�f �νC �⊗
�
η1P�1�M 1 cos�2πνC∕FSR��
�η2P�1−M 2 cos�2πνC∕FSR��

�

�f �νC �⊗P�η1�η2��η1M 1−η2M 2�
×cos�2πνC∕FSR��

S1�S2�f �νC �⊗�η1�η2�P��η1�η2�P�Z �∞

−∞
f �ν 0−νC �dν 0�1

�
If the ratio η1M 1∕η2M 2 is known;

S1�S2 ·
η1M 1

η2M 2

�f �νC �⊗
�η1P�1�M 1 cos�2πνC∕FSR��
�η1

M 1

M 2
P�1−M 2 cos�2πνC∕FSR��

�

�f �νC �⊗P
�
η1�η1

M 1

M 2

��η1M 1−η1M 1�

×cos�2πνC∕FSR�
�

S1�S2 ·
η1M 1

η2M 2

�f �νC �⊗
�
η1�η1

M 1

M 2

�
P�

�
1�M 1

M 2

�
η1P:

(7a)

Note that Eq. (7a) is obtained for any arbitrary spectrum
distribution of the light source with a centroid frequency νc,
including the backscatter spectrum of the resonance fluores-
cence, which is not, in general, symmetrical. Equation (7)

Fig. 3. Illustration of the multi-phase Mach–Zehnder (XMZ) arrangement and spectral response curves. (a) Each frequency is represented by a
different color. (b) Each frequency “sees” the corresponding instrument response function. By multiplexing the source’s central frequency, rather than
the optical path difference, the XMZ technique can be made insensitive to broadening and aerosol influences on the source backscatter spectrum.
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has a significant meaning because, after summation or scaling
and summation, the original resonance fluorescence and
Rayleigh scattering signals P can be recovered with a propor-
tional factor η1 � η2 or η1�1�M 1∕M 2�. As they are constant
and the same for all three transmitted frequencies, such propor-
tional factors are cancelled out when taking the temperature
ratio RT and wind ratio RW to derive the temperature and ra-
dial wind in the MLT region using the three-frequency ratio
technique [13]. For example, one set of the metric ratios
can be defined as

RT � �S1�2��ϕ � �S1�2�−ϕ
�S1�2�0

� P�ϕ � P−ϕ

P0

RW � �S1�2��ϕ − �S1�2�−ϕ
�S1�2�0

� P�ϕ − P−ϕ

P0

; (7b)

where S1�2 is the summation or scaling and summation of
signals S1 and S2 as defined in Eq. (7). The metric ratios ob-
tained in Eq. (7b) are exactly the same as the original ones if the
Mach–Zehnder interferometer is not in the receiver path, mean-
ing that, after summation or scaling and summation, the same
resonance Doppler lidar techniques for retrieving the wind and
temperature in the MLT region described in Section 2.A are still
valid, provided that the balance of η1M 1 � η2M 2 is reached or
the ratio is known. Unlike techniques that discard a portion of
the return spectrum [26,52], the MZI techniques preserve the
input, thereby permitting the retrieval of the wind and temper-
ature in the MLT region by the usual three-frequency technique
[13] and with very nearly the original precision. Consequently,
the Fe Doppler lidar techniques [13,32,33] will be used above
∼75 km to derive wind and temperature from Fe resonance
fluorescence, while the XMZ-based Rayleigh–Mie Doppler
technique will be applied below the Fe layers.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF XMZ

Having settled on the XMZ concept as the Rayleigh–Mie
Doppler variety of choice to extend wind measurements below
the mesopause region, we now address design specifics, includ-
ing the choice of this instrument’s free spectral range, the
optical layout and field widening scheme, and the detector bal-
ancing and path-length stabilization methods. Our main design
goal is to choose a free spectral range (FSR) that minimizes the
wind measurement uncertainty for a typical lidar backscatter
spectrum. The desired optical path-length difference (OPD)
determined by this FSR is then achieved in a tilted optical lay-
out. Another design goal is to widen the XMZ’s field of view for
suitability with resonance Doppler lidar.

A. Selecting a Free Spectral Range for Maximum
Molecular Sensitivity
The goal of choosing an optimum FSR is to maximize the sen-
sitivity of a single-phase discrimination signal QΦ to a unit
Doppler shift. Following the analysis by [19], the contrast of
the MZI response determines the sensitivity and is largely a func-
tion of the backscatter spectral width. If we assume that the back-
scatter is purely from low-pressure molecular scattering, where
the thermal broadening mechanism dominates, the discrimina-
tion signal for the central, unshifted channel can be modeled.
The pure thermal broadening gives a Gaussian spectrum

f �ν 0 − νc� �
1ffiffiffi
π

p
σD

exp

�
−
�ν 0 − νc�2

σ2D

�
;

σD � 2

λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2kBT
m

r
; (8)

where σD is the 1∕e half-width of the backscatter spectrum for
the Rayleigh scattering, νc is the central frequency, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the atmosphere temperature, m is
the mean mass of the air molecules, and λ is the laser wavelength.
For such a Gaussian light source, the atmospheric contrast factor
is also a Gaussian given by the Fourier transformMa � F�t� �
Iff �νc�g at t � 1∕FSR (see Appendix B). If instrument imper-
fections are again ignored (η1 � η2 and M 1 � M 2), we obtain
the same discrimination signal as given by Eq. (2). Substituting
Ma, we have

Q � S1 − S2
S1 � S2

� Ma sin

�
2πν

FSR

�

� exp

�
−π2

�
σD
FSR

�
2
�
sin

�
2πν

FSR

�
; (9)

where FSR � c∕OPD is determined by the OPD. We can
then find a value of OPD that maximizes the sensitivity of
the discrimination signal to a unit Doppler shift. This sensitivity
is given by:

∂Q0

∂ν
� 2π

FSR
exp

�
−π2

�
σD
FSR

�
2
�
cos

�
2πν

FSR

�
: (10)

By taking ∂�∂Q∕∂ν�
∂FSR � 0 about the zero Doppler shift point,

ν � 0, the sensitivity in Eq. (10) is maximized for

FSR � π
ffiffiffi
2

p
σD ≈ 4.44σD: (11)

For a wavelength of 372 nm and a temperature of 250 K,
the optimal free spectral range is then 9 GHz, corresponding to
an optimal OPD of 33.1 mm. The optimal OPD varies from
38.0 to 31.3 mm for 190–280 K at zero line of sight (LOS)
wind, and varies from 33.1 to 30.6 mm for LOS winds from 0
to 107 m/s at 250 K (see Fig. 4). The choices of 250 K and its
corresponding OPD of 33.1 mm are representative, but not
critical. Slight deviations about 33.1 mm are acceptable because
the sensitivity changes by no more than 3% for an error in the
FSR of 5 mm, as shown in Fig. 4.

B. Field Widening and Optical Arrangement of Tilted
Mach–Zehnder
To give the Mach–Zehnder sufficient fringe contrast for a res-
onance lidar receiver, its angular field must be wide enough to
accommodate a beam divergence that is large enough to avoid
saturation in the metal layer for a telescope with a collecting
area of 0.5 m2 or more. That is, the optical path-length differ-
ence between the two legs of the interferometer must remain
constant to within a fraction of a wavelength over the range of
input angles defined by the optical extent, or étendue, of the
telescope receiver and the clear aperture of the interferometer’s
optics. Mertz [53] found that the field of an MZI could be
widened by several orders of magnitude by inserting a refractive
slab into one leg of the interferometer. We follow the procedure
of Hilliard and Shepherd [21] to compute the optimum slab
thickness for a tilted Mach–Zehnder of an arbitrary incident
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tilt angle θ, that is, for an optical arrangement in which the
interferometer is a near-parallelogram with optics at each vertex
and acute angles of approximately 2θ (Fig. 5).

The desired OPD, termed as the quasi-zero path difference
(QZP) in [21], for a slab tilted at an incident angle θ can be
found from the geometry in Fig. 6(a). For a particular incident
angle, in this case equal to the incident tilt angle θ, a thickness
t 0 can be defined such that the slab’s refracted ray and the image
ray are collinear. This condition exists when Eq. (12) is satis-
fied, wherein a subscripted n denotes a refracted angle:

t tan θn � t 0 tan θ: (12)

Using Snell’s law to determine θn, we relate t 0 to the thick-
ness t, index n of the slab, and the incident tilt angle θ

t 0 � t
n

cos θffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − sin2 θ∕n2

p : (13)

The quasi-zero path difference QZP is now

QZP � 2na − 2b � 2n
�

t
cos θn

�
− 2

�
t 0

cos θ

�

� 2�n2 − 1�tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 − sin2 θ

p : (14)

Note that for a tilt angle of zero, the solution reduces to
2�nt − t∕n�, which is the result obtained for a slab at normal
incidence [21]. Following the same procedure, a more general
geometry is illustrated, wherein the incident angle is no longer
exactly θ, but deviated by some small angle Δϕ representing a
ray from an off-axis field [Fig. 6(b)]. In this geometry, the actual
OPD becomes

OPD� 2na −2b − s

� 2t
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n2 − sin2�θ�Δϕ�
p

−
cos θ cos�θ�Δϕ�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n2 − sin2 θ
p

�

OPD−QZP≈ t
�n2 −1�sin2 θ
�n2 − sin2 θ�3∕2Δϕ

2�O�Δϕ3�: (15)

The difference OPD–QZP shows a measure of the quality
of field compensation. For a non-zero slab incident angle,
the difference between the actual OPD and the desired
QZP exhibits a Δϕ2 dependence on the field angle rather than
Δϕ4, as was found for a slab used at normal incidence [21].
Nevertheless, the compensation for a 14° tilt angle and a
33.13 mm optical path difference is still adequate for suffi-
ciently small fields. For example, a typical resonance Doppler
lidar telescope with a 500 μrad field of view and an 800 mm
aperture will result in a field that is compensated to λ∕24 at
372 nm over a 35 mm pupil. The half-angle of light entering
the interferometer is equal to the half-angle of the telescope
field of view scaled by the ratio of the useful aperture of
the telescope to that of the interferometer. Smaller tilt angles
will provide better field compensation and less sensitivity to

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of discrimination signal to a unit Doppler shift ∂Q0∕∂ν versus the OPD is given for different line-of-sight winds and temper-
atures. (a) At temperature of 250 K, the sensitivity is computed for the normalized LOS winds of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 (blue, green, and red), which
correspond to the LOS winds of 0, 53.6, and 107.2 m/s. (b) At a zero Doppler shift, the sensitivity is computed for temperatures of 190, 250, and
280 K (blue, green, and red).

Fig. 5. Illustration of tilted Mach–Zehnder from a ZEMAX model.
In this configuration, the compensating plate is a second-surface
mirror with a thickness of approximately 20.86 mm. Each surface
is tilted by 14°.
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polarization, but are difficult to accommodate in a compact
optical layout.

C. Stabilization of the Interferometer and Detector
Balancing
The optical path difference of the MZI is susceptible to temper-
ature and pressure fluctuations and, in this scheme, must be
continually stabilized to a reference source to remove variations
in the outputs that may be misinterpreted as a Doppler shift. In
some systems, reference light is provided by injecting a small
portion of the transmitter pulse into the receiver (e.g., [24,54]).
This is an effective method in analog detection systems, wherein
the pulse energy can be measured reliably. Photon-counting

detection systems cannot be used with pulsed reference light
due to the pulse pileup phenomenon in photomultipliers
(PMTs) and a quenching dead time in Geiger-mode avalanche
photodiodes (APDs). Most data acquisition systems in reso-
nance lidar employ photon-counting detection only, therefore
precluding the use of the reference pulse technique. Instead,
one viable method is to inject a square pulse of CW light into
the telescope timed to coincide with the end of each shot
(Fig. 7). The CW source will faithfully represent the central
frequency of the pulsed source provided that the chirp is com-
pensated for, which is accomplished in the Fe Doppler lidar by
optical heterodyne detection [55]. To modulate the CW beam,
a pair of acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) are oriented so that

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Illustration of the condition for (a) the quasi-zero path difference and (b) for angles deviated from θ, so the optical path difference becomes
2na − 2b − s.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the method by which the laser is locked and light is rapidly modulated on and off to expose the MZI receiver, for a brief
period, to narrow-band light that is closely representative of the central frequency of laser pulses.
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the latter AOM compensates for the frequency shift imposed by
the first. In this way, the AOMs together function as a high-
speed shutter (∼100 ns rise/fall time), and allow exposing a
precisely timed pulse of the zero wind reference at a specific
delay after each shot. After a set number of shot accumulations,
a discrimination signal is computed from the accumulated zero
wind reference light and a correction to a leg of the MZI is
made by tuning a piezo-actuated stage or to the Doppler bias
in post-processing. Provided the drift is slow compared to the
shot accumulation period, this method of compensation should
be sufficient.

Any detector sensitivity imbalance will also introduce a wind
bias and must be compensated for. Since background light lev-
els are usually much higher than the detector dark count rate,
even at night, the background light could be used to measure
the imbalance. Alternatively, an incoherent source, such as a
light-emitting diode (LED), could be periodically blinked into
the telescope to create a reference. Since the output of both the
LED and background would be spectrally broad compared to the
free spectral range of the MZI, no fringes would be observed and
the light would be equally split between both channels, allowing
the apparent LED or background signal level from the detectors
to reveal their relative sensitivity. Consider Eq. (1), and replace
P with the received power from a broadband source such as
an LED or background light. For such a broadband source,
Ma → 0 (see Appendix B), and Eq. (1) becomes

S1 � η1P

S2 � η2P

β � S1∕S2 � η1∕η2: (16)

Note that η1 and η2 include both optical and detector
efficiencies, so β includes the effects of both the optical and
detector imbalances.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND INITIAL
RESULTS

A. Comparison of Theoretical Performances of DMZ,
QMZ, and XMZ
A treatment of the theory of the measurement of the Doppler
shift using the DMZ and QMZ techniques is provided in
Bruneau [19]. If the detection efficiencies are assumed equal
and instrument imperfections are ignored, discriminator signals
for the XMZ and QMZ configurations can be defined that are
insensitive to the temperature, aerosol, and pressure variations
of the lidar detection volume. The XMZ and QMZ configu-
rations are therefore our preferred methods for the retrieval
of wind in the stratosphere and upper troposphere. One advan-
tage of the XMZ configuration is that since all three frequencies
(f 0, f 0 − f Δ, f 0 � f Δ) and associated discriminator signals
are sensitive to the Doppler shift, one can then define a
discriminator signal that yields a measurement performance
similar to the DMZ, but, unlike the DMZ, is insensitive to
backscatter spectrum. The shot-noise-limited performances
of the XMZ, DMZ, and QMZ techniques are compared here
(see Appendix C for derivations of XMZ).

For comparison with the DMZ and QMZ techniques an-
alyzed in Bruneau [19], we introduce the discriminator signals

with a normalized wind speed u 0, wherein the following sub-
stitution is made and the optimum free spectral range given by
Eq. (11) for the chosen reference temperature T 0 is used.

2π
ν

FSR
→ u 0

u 0 � 2π
2u∕λ

π
ffiffiffi
2

p
σD

�
�
kT 0

m

�
−1∕2

u; (17)

where ν � 2u∕λ is the Doppler frequency shift induced by the
LOS wind u. Under ideal conditions, whereby detection effi-
ciencies are assumed equal and instrument imperfections are
ignored (β � 1 and m2 � 0), with this substitution, the dis-
criminator signals for the DMZ, QMZ, and XMZ become

QDMZ � sin u 0ffiffi
e

p

QQMZ � tan u 0

QXMZ � sin�u 0 − ϕ� � sin u 0 � sin�u 0 � ϕ�
sin�u 0 − ϕ� − sin�u 0 � ϕ�

� −
1� 2 cos ϕ

2 sin ϕ
tan u 0

ϕ � f Δ

�
2

λ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kT 0

m

r �−1

� 2πf Δ∕FSR: (18)

The frequency of the AOM shift f Δ is 742 MHz. The refer-
ence temperature T 0 is 250 K, and the wavelength λ is 372 nm.
Thus, the phase shift determined by the operation conditions
of the base Fe Doppler lidar is ϕ ≈ 0.515. The measurement
performances of all three techniques are given here, with the
performance for the DMZ and QMZ techniques given by
Bruneau [19] in Eq. (19). ΔQ is the square root of the variance
of Q. Performance is measured as the shot-noise-limited wind
speed error, which is the product of the uncertainty in the
discriminator signal ΔQ and the inverse of its sensitivity
�∂Q∕∂u 0�−1. At u 0 � 0,

Δu 0QMZ � ΔQ ·
�
∂Q
∂u 0

�
−1

∼
2.33ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i
Si

r

Δu 0DMZ ∼
1.65ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i
Si

r

Δu 0XMZ ∼
1.75ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP

i
Si

r ; (19)

where
P
i
Si is the sum total of the photon counts in all frequen-

cies and channels. The XMZ possesses a measurement perfor-
mance that is 25% better than the QMZ for an AOM shift of
742 MHz while preserving the QMZ’s key feature, which is
insensitivity to aerosol, temperature, and pressure effects.
Equation (20) (see its derivation in Appendix C) gives the re-
lationship of wind error versus the choice of phase (i.e., the
AOM shift frequency) for XMZ at u 0 � 0:

Δu 0
XMZ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

4N

�
3e

sin2 ϕ
− 2

�s
·
�
1� 2 cos ϕ

2 sin ϕ

�
−1

: (20)
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As plotted in Fig. 8, the LOS wind error for XMZ reaches
the minimum, i.e., the limit of DMZ, when the phase
(frequency) shift is approaching zero. This is understandable
because XMZ becomes DMZ if the frequency shift is zero.
The AOM shift of 742 MHz, determined by the optimization
of the base Fe Doppler lidar [33], turns out to be a reasonable
choice for XMZ. Further increase of the AOM shift will in-
crease the wind error of XMZ.

It is of great interest to compare XMZ with QMZ and
DMZ on the ideal spectrum analyzer (ISA)-normalized
standard deviation of the wind-velocity measurement error
as a function of the normalized wind velocity [19].
Appendix C provides the derivation for XMZ, and the results
are illustrated in Fig. 9. Up to the maximum geophysical radial
wind speeds in the region of interest (∼50 m∕s), the uncer-
tainty of XMZ wind measurements increases by no more than
10% from the zero Doppler point.

B. Present and Expected Results
Field widening using the compensating plate has been demon-
strated, and an instrument-limited fringe contrast (M 1;2) of
between 0.89 and 0.93 has been obtained with the apparatus
(Fig. 10). One leg of the interferometer is varied by ramping a
piezo-actuated stage to view the interference. The mirror, beam
splitters, and field compensating plate were polished and coated
by LightMachinery to obtain transmitted and reflected wave-
front errors of better than lambda/30. The actual optical path-
length difference of the XMZ is measured to be 33.62 mm.
A fiber with a core diameter of 1000 μm and an NA of
0.22 was filled on the input side with light from a narrow line-
width, Toptica 372 nm DL-100 external cavity diode laser.
Illumination from this fiber provided the range of angles rep-
resenting the optical extent of the true receiver source.
Frequencies matching the resonant acoustic modes of the
enclosure were evident in the scans from insufficient damping
of ambient acoustic noise, but the long-term drift is small due
to the thermally compensated design.

Based on data obtained from the Fe Doppler lidar to date,
we have plotted the expected wind uncertainty (Fig. 11). This
figure includes data that was taken with the transmitter oper-
ating at a reduced power level of 1.45 W due to optical damage
concerns. An upgrade to the optics will allow the lidar to op-
erate at power levels of up to ∼6 W. Once the design power is
attained, the wind measurement precision will be within 4 m/s
for a 15 minute and 3 km resolution up to 75 km, above which
the wind measurement is accomplished from the resonance
three-frequency technique. For the present power levels, we still
expect a precision of 1 m/s up to 50 km and a maximum
uncertainty of 8 m/s at 76 km at a resolution of 15 minutes
horizontally and 2.9 km vertically. The parameters of the lidar
transmitter and receiver are listed in Table 1. It is worth point-
ing out that the base Fe Doppler lidar is currently running in a

Fig. 8. ISA-normalized radial wind uncertainty of XMZ measure-
ments is given as a function of the phase shift induced by the AOMshift.

Fig. 9. ISA-normalized standard deviation of the wind-velocity
measurement error is given as a function of the normalized wind veloc-
ity for XMZ, QMZ, and DMZ. The AOM shift used for XMZ is
742 MHz, corresponding to a phase shift of ∼0.515.

Fig. 10. Fringes obtained by scanning a leg of the interferometer
with a piezo stage. The source has an optical extent equivalent to that
of the actual receiver fiber. A second-surface mirror of 20.86 mm
thickness in one leg serves as the field compensating plate. The instru-
mental contrast factors for both channels are approximately 0.90 in
this figure.
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monostatic, biaxial arrangement to prevent the near-field re-
turns from saturating the photo detector. To extend XMZwind
measurements to near ground, dual analog/photon-counting
detection can be employed to resolve the dynamic range issues.
In addition, a second receiver could be used to collect the near-
field returns.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have described a method of extending the wind measure-
ment range of an Fe Doppler lidar from the MLT region down
to the surface or near surface using a tilted, field-widened,
multi-phase Mach–Zehnder interferometer (XMZ). By
detecting the signal at both channels of the interferometer,
and at three distinct frequencies within a quarter of the free
spectral range, the wind measurement accuracy can be made
free of the influence of the aerosol backscatter ratio, tempera-
ture, and Brillouin scattering contributions to the backscatter
spectrum. In addition, the uncertainty of the measurement is
limited to only 1.75 times the Cramer–Rao lower bound, and

there are only two detectors to balance. Provided that the
detection sensitivity in each channel is known, the original res-
onance fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering signals can be
recovered by simply scaling and adding the contributions from
both channels. Consequently, the wind and temperature can be
derived from the MLT region and temperature from the
Rayleigh region simultaneously alongside Rayleigh Doppler
wind measurement with the same receiver without compromis-
ing the measurement precision. The impact that an imbalance
in the detector sensitivities will have on the winds and temper-
atures measured by the three-frequency technique in the MLT
region will be the focus of a future work.

Fluctuations in aerosol backscatter ratio can affect the mea-
surement if the AOMup- and down-shifted frequencies are not
alternated quickly enough. Since the pulse repetition rate of the
laser is 35 Hz, aerosols would not have an impact on the mea-
surement provided that the timescale for change in the aerosol
backscatter ratio is greater than 3 inter-pulse periods, or approx-
imately 90 ms. The accumulation of pulses will further reduce
the statistical variance of the Doppler shift sensitivity to aero-
sols. The temperature and pressure are less variable in the
stratosphere and upper troposphere and have less of an effect
on the sensitivity than aerosols in the lower atmosphere.
Furthermore, by measuring the instrument and atmospheric
contrast factors along with the Doppler shift, as presented in
Eq. (6), the sensitivity to a unit Doppler shift is measured in
addition to the wind with the XMZ technique. Consequently,
the change in sensitivity caused by variations in atmospheric
parameters, though impacting the measurement uncertainty,
will not affect the wind measurement accuracy. Therefore,
implementing the XMZ technique in a three-frequency mobile
Fe Doppler lidar has the potential to address the critical need
for profiling the wind and temperature through the atmos-
pheric column. Wind and temperature profiling below the
MLT region represents a key step toward achieving the goal of
a whole atmosphere lidar for pursuing compelling new frontiers
in atmospheric and space sciences.

APPENDIX A: INSTRUMENT RESPONSE OF MZI
WITH OPTICAL IMPERFECTIONS

If reflection/transmission ratios of two beam splitters that differ
from 50:50 are assumed, we have the following Eq. (A1) for the
electric fields on photodetectors 1 and 2 in DMZ. This assumes
a perfectly monochromatic source, i.e., single-frequency light,
with radial frequency ω, wavenumber k, and arbitrary initial
phase ϕo, and this light source has ideal collimation with zero
beam divergence, i.e., the geometry ray.

Ẽ1�t� � E0

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 1

p ffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 2

p
exp�i�ωt � kd 1 � ϕ0��

� E0

ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p ffiffiffiffiffi
R3

p ffiffiffiffiffi
R4

p ffiffiffiffiffi
R2

p
exp�i�ωt � kd 2 � ϕ0��

Ẽ2�t� � E0

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 1

p ffiffiffiffiffi
R2

p
exp�i�ωt � kd 1 � ϕ0 � π��

� E0

ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p ffiffiffiffiffi
R3

p ffiffiffiffiffi
R4

p ffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 2

p
exp�i�ωt � kd 2 � ϕ0��;

(A1)

where E0 is the electric field amplitude of the light source, R1;2
and T 1;2 are the reflectivity and transmission of their respective
beam splitters, R3;4 are the reflectivity of two high-reflection

Table 1. Parameters of the Fe Doppler Lidar Transmitter
and Receiver

Transmitter Parameters
Power 1.45 W (∼6 W planned)
Wavelength in vacuum 372.0995 nm
Pulse spectral width 35–55 MHz (chirp-limited)
Pulse repetition rate 35 Hz
Pulse temporal width 250 ns (FWHM)
Full angle beam divergence 250 μrad
Receiver parameters
Field of view 500 μrad
Collecting area 0.5 m2

PMT QE 43%

Fig. 11. Accumulation of lidar profiles from the Fe Doppler lidar
taken around midnight local time on October 20, 2014 is plotted here
to show the expected radial wind uncertainty. The transmitter power
was 1.45W. The sudden enhancement above 75 km is due to resonant
scattering from Fe in the mesopause region, where the three-frequency
technique takes over for wind and temperature.
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mirrors, t is time, and d 1 and d 2 are the optical path lengths of
legs 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the reflectivity and trans-
mission are defined as the ratios of the absolute reflected and
transmitted power over the total input power. Considering the
loss of two beam splitters, A1;2, caused by scattering and ab-
sorption, we have R1;2 � T 1;2 � 1 − A1;2. The power/intensity
incident on detectors 1 and 2 is then given by Eq. (A2):

P1�k� � P0ηOpt;1�1�MOpt;1 cos�k�d 1 − d 2���
P2�k� � P0ηOpt;2�1 −MOpt;2 cos�k�d 1 − d 2���; (A2)

where P0 ∝ E2
o is the total input power of the light source, and

ηOpt;1 � T 1T 2 � R1R2R3R4

MOpt;1 �
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 1T 2R1R2R3R4

p
T 1T 2 � R1R2R3R4

ηOpt;2 � T 1R2 � R1T 2R3R4

MOpt;2 �
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 1T 2R1R2R3R4

p
T 1R2 � R1T 2R3R4

: (A3)

If the beam splitter loss due to absorption and scattering
is zero (A � 0), R1;2 � T 1;2 � 1∕2, and R3;4 � 1, then we
have ηOpt;1 � ηOpt;2 � 1∕2 and MOpt;1 � MOpt;2 � 1.
Consequently, Eq. (A2) reduces to the familiar expressions for
two-beam interference under ideal conditions [Eq. (A4)]:

P1�k� �
P0

2
�1� cos �k�d 1 − d 2���

P2�k� �
P0

2
�1 − cos �k�d 1 − d 2���: (A4)

The signal from the detector, or “instrument response func-
tion,” is S � ηDetP, where ηDet is an efficiency that includes the
detector efficiency and losses that occur between the interfer-
ometer and the detector. Including these efficiencies, we have
for the instrument response functions of each channel:

S1�k� � ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0�1�MOpt;1 cos�k�d 1 − d 2���
S2�k� � ηOpt;2ηDet;2P0�1 −MOpt;2 cos�k�d 1 − d 2���: (A5)

Substituting k � 2π∕λ � 2πνc∕c into Eq. (A5), we obtain

S1�νC � � ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0�1�MOpt;1 cos�2πνC∕FSR��
S2�νC � � ηOpt;2ηDet;2P0�1 −MOpt;2 cos�2πνC∕FSR��; (A6)

where FSR � c∕jd 1 − d 2j is the equivalent free spectral range,
λ is the wavelength, and c is the speed of light. The central
frequency of the light source, νc , is determined by the trans-
mitted laser frequency νL and Doppler shift ν as νc � νL − ν.
The FSR can be finely tuned by adjusting the optical path-
length difference �d 1 − d 2� within the range of a laser wave-
length λ to make

2πνc∕FSR � 2πνL
FSR

−
2πν

FSR
� 2πq � π

2
−
2πν

FSR
; (A7)

where q is an integer number. Therefore, we can change the
cosine in Eq. (A6) to a sine:

S1�ν� � ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0�1�MOpt;1 sin�2πν∕FSR��
S2�ν� � ηOpt;2ηDet;2P0�1 −MOpt;2 sin�2πν∕FSR��: (A8)

Note that the Doppler frequency shift ν � 2u∕λ is deter-
mined by the line-of-sight wind u. Appendix B will introduce
the case where the source is not monochromatic, but has an
arbitrary but symmetrical spectrum.

APPENDIX B: CONVOLUTION OF MZI
RESPONSE WITH ARBITRARY SOURCE
SPECTRUM

For a source with a normalized spectral distribution f �νC �, the
received signal in each channel is the incoherent superposition
of the intensity patterns produced by multiple frequencies, i.e.,
a convolution between this distribution and the instrument
response function [Eq. (A6)]:

S1�νC �� f �νC �
⊗ ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0⌊1�MOpt;1 cos�2πνC∕FSR�⌋; (B1)

where νc is the centroid frequency of the distribution that is
equal to the central frequency for a symmetrical spectrum.
Considering that function f �ν� is normalized to 1, simplifica-
tion yields

S1�νC � � ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0�f �νC � ⊗ 1

� f �νC � ⊗ MOpt;1 cos�2πνC∕FSR��
� ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0�1�MOpt;1f �νC �
⊗ cos�2πνC∕FSR��: (B2)

In the Fourier domain, defining Iff �νC �g � F�t�, we
obtain

f �νC � ⊗ cos�2πνC∕FSR�
� I−1fIff �νC �g · Ifcos�2πνC∕FSR�gg
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�
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: (B3)

Using the properties of the Dirac delta function and inverse
Fourier transform, we can write

f �νC � ⊗ cos�2πνC∕FSR�

� 1

2

�
F
�

1

FSR

�
exp

�
−
i2πνC
FSR

�

� F
�
−

1

FSR

�
exp

�
� i2πνC

FSR

��
: (B4)

If the backscatter spectrum is symmetrical about νc and
f �ν 0 − νc� � f �νc − ν 0�, then f �νC � is an even function cen-
tered about νC � 0. Consequently, F �t� is also even and we
can write
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f �νC � ⊗ cos�2πνC∕FSR�

� F �1∕FSR� 1
2

�
exp

�
−
i2πνC
FSR

�
� exp

�
� i2πνC

FSR

��
� F �1∕FSR� cos�2πνC∕FSR�: (B5)

Therefore, for a source with an even functioned spectral
distribution, we have
S1�νC � � ηOpt;1ηDet;1P0�1�MOpt;1Ma cos�2πνC∕FSR��

Ma � F �1∕FSR�
F�t� � Iff �νC �g: (B6)

The only change to the instrument function is a reduction
in the contrast with, critically, no change to the phase. The
same could be shown for channel S2. For convenience, we will
combine the optical and detector efficiencies into a single factor
(i.e., ηOpt;xηDet;x → ηx) and replace MOpt;x with Mx through-
out the text. Making the same notation of νc � νL − ν and FSR
tuning as in Appendix A, the cosine in Eq. (B6) can be changed
to a sine. Therefore, we obtain

S1�ν� � η1P0�1�M 1Ma sin�2πν∕FSR��
S2�ν� � η2P0�1 −M 2Ma sin�2πν∕FSR��: (B7)

APPENDIX C: THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE
OF XMZ

We wish to know the uncertainty in the Doppler frequency
shift estimate, which is the product of the uncertainty in the
discrimination signal and the inverse of the sensitivity of the
discrimination signal to a unit Doppler shift. Here, we make
the substitutions 2πν∕FSR → u 0 and 2πf Δ∕FSR → ϕ, and
treat the Doppler shift as a phase shift along the spectral re-
sponse of the MZI.

ΔuXMZ � ∂u
∂Q

· ΔQ � ΔQ ·
�
∂Q
∂u

�
−1

Q � Q−ϕ � Q0 � Q�ϕ

Q−ϕ − Q�ϕ
; (C1)

where Q0, Q−ϕ, and Q�ϕ are the discrimination signals for
the central, red-shifted, and blue-shifted frequencies (phases),
respectively. To simplify the analysis, we assume the ideal con-
dition that the detection efficiencies are equal and that instru-
ment imperfections are ignored; therefore, η1 � η2 � ηDet∕2
and M 1 � M 2 � 1 in Eq. (5), and β � 1, m1 � 2Ma, and
m2 � 0 in Eq. (6), which define Q0, Q−ϕ, and Q�ϕ. Each fre-
quency’s discrimination signal is a ratio of the difference of the
signals of the two MZI channels to their sum. In the general
case of a Gaussian spectrum, at the reference temperature and
with the optimum FSR given by Eq. (11), the signals in each
channel for each frequency or phase are given by:

S1;Φ � N
6

�
1� 1ffiffi

e
p sin�u 0 �Φ�

�

S2;Φ � N
6

�
1 −

1ffiffi
e

p sin�u 0 �Φ�
�

QΦ � S1;Φ − S2;Φ
S1;Φ � S2;Φ

� 1ffiffi
e

p sin�u 0 �Φ�; (C2)

where the phase Φ is either 0, −ϕ, or �ϕ, depending on the
transmitted frequency, and N is the sum total number of signal
counts in all three frequencies at a given range interval
N � P

i
Si. Here, we assume that an equal amount of signal

is present at each frequency. We then define a ratio of the
discrimination signals of all three phases that is insensitive
to the backscatter spectral width:

Q � Q−ϕ � Q0 � Q�ϕ

Q−ϕ − Q�ϕ

� sin�u 0 − ϕ� � sin u 0 � sin�u 0 � ϕ�
sin�u 0 − ϕ� − sin�u 0 � ϕ�

� −
1� 2 cos ϕ

2 sin ϕ
tan u 0: (C3)

With Eq. (C3), we can then define the sensitivity of the
discriminator signal to a unit Doppler shift about an arbitrary
Doppler shift:

∂Q
∂u 0

� −
1� 2 cos ϕ

2 sin ϕ
·

1

cos2 u 0
: (C4)

The uncertainty in the discriminator signal ΔQ can be es-
timated by a first-order approximation of the errors contributed
by each signal S1 and S2 for each of the three phases as

ΔQ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�X

n;Φ

�
∂Q
∂Sn;Φ

ΔSn;Φ
��

2

vuut

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
n;Φ

�
∂Q
∂Sn;Φ

�
2

var�Sn;Φ�
s

: (C5)

The variance of the signals for each channel and frequency,
assuming a negligible background, are

var�S1;0� �
N
6

�
1� 1ffiffi

e
p sin u 0

�

var�S2;0� �
N
6

�
1 −

1ffiffi
e

p sin u 0
�

var�S1;−ϕ� �
N
6

�
1� 1ffiffi

e
p sin�u 0 − ϕ�

�

var�S2;−ϕ� �
N
6

�
1 −

1ffiffi
e

p sin�u 0 − ϕ�
�

var�S1;�ϕ� �
N
6

�
1� 1ffiffi

e
p sin�u 0 � ϕ�

�

var�S2;�ϕ� �
N
6

�
1 −

1ffiffi
e

p sin�u 0 � ϕ�
�
: (C6a)

At u � u 0 � 0, the variances are simplified to

var�S1;0� � var�S2;0� �
N
6

var�S1;−ϕ� � var�S2;�ϕ� �
N
6

�
1 −

1ffiffi
e

p sin ϕ

�

var�S1;�ϕ� � var�S2;−ϕ� �
N
6

�
1� 1ffiffi

e
p sin ϕ

�
: (C6b)

The sensitivity of the discrimination signal to each individ-
ual signal, i.e., the error coefficient, is
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∂Q
∂S1;0

� 3
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·

ffiffi
e

p
− sin u 0
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3
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·
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p � sin u 0

sin�u 0 −ϕ� − sin�u 0 �ϕ�
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e
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p � sin�u 0 �ϕ�
:
(C7a)

About the zero Doppler point, the error coefficients can be
simplified to

∂Q
∂S1;0

� −
3

2N
·

ffiffi
e

p
sin ϕ

;
∂Q
∂S2;0

� 3

2N
·
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e
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sin ϕ

∂Q
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� −
3
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�
1�

ffiffi
e
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sin ϕ

�
;

∂Q
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3
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� 3
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1 −
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sin ϕ

�
;

∂Q
∂S2;�ϕ

� 3

2N

�
1�

ffiffi
e

p
sin ϕ

�
:

(C7b)

Combining Eqs. (C6) and (C7) with Eq. (C5) yields the
uncertainty in the discriminator signal ΔQ for an arbitrary
Doppler shift and phase shift. For brevity, we assume from here
on that the errors are calculated about the zero Doppler shift
point.

ΔQ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX
n;Φ

�
∂Q
∂Sn;Φ

�
2

var�Sn;Φ�
s

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3

4N
�3e∕sin2 ϕ − 2�

r
:

(C8)

This gives, for the uncertainty in the normalized wind speed
for an ideal instrument,

Δu 0 � ΔQ ·
�
∂Q
∂u 0

�
−1

�
�

3

4N
�3e∕sin2 ϕ − 2�

�
1∕2

�
1

2
�1� 2 cos ϕ�∕ sin ϕ

�
−1

ϕ � 2πf AOM∕FSR ≈ 0.515

Δu 0 � 1.75∕
ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
: (C9)

For a reference temperature of 250 K, the line-of-sight wind
speed error becomes

Δu � Δu 0
�
kT 0

m

�
1∕2

� 469 m∕sffiffiffiffiffi
N

p : (C10)

The values for the DMZ and QMZ have been presented in a
previous work [19].
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